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Abstract
In the double-stranded DNA containing bacteriophages, hundreds of copies of capsid protein subunits polymerize to form icosahedral shells, called procapsids, into which the viral genome is subsequently packaged to form infectious virions. High assembly fidelity requires the assistance of scaffolding protein molecules, which interact with the capsid proteins to insure proper geometrical incorporation of subunits into the growing icosahedral lattices. The interactions between the scaffolding and capsid proteins are transient and are subsequently disrupted during DNA packaging. Removal of scaffolding protein is achieved either by proteolysis or alternatively by some form of conformational switch that allows it to dissociate from the capsid. To identify the switch controlling scaffolding protein association and release, hydrogen deuterium exchange was applied to Bacillus subtilis phage Ø29 scaffolding protein gp7 in both free and procapsid-bound forms. The H/D exchange experiments revealed highly dynamic and cooperative opening motions of scaffolding molecules in the N-terminal helix-loop-helix (H-L-H) region. The motions can be promoted by destabilizing the hydrophobic contact between two helices. At low temperature where high energy motions were damped, or in a mutant in which the helices were tethered through the introduction of a disulfide bond, this region displayed restricted cooperative opening motions as demonstrated by a switch in the exchange kinetics from correlated EX1 exchange to uncorrelated EX2 exchange. The cooperative opening rate was increased in the procapsid-bound form, suggesting this region might interact with the capsid protein. Its dynamic nature might play a role in the assembly and release mechanism.
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Viruses assemble protein shells called capsids, which surround the viral genome and protect it from environmental insult. To minimize the fraction of the viral genome dedicated to specifying the capsid, the protein shells are usually built from multiple copies of a small number of protein subunits. Conserved or quasi-equivalent bonding interactions between protein subunits lead to regular and symmetrical final structures such as helices and icosahedra (Caspar and Klug 1962). For some icosahedral viruses, such as the T = 3 plant viruses, the capsid proteins copolymerize with the viral genome, leading to concerted assembly and packaging (Casjens and King 1975). An alternative strategy utilized by the bacteriophage and herpes virus is one in which the capsid proteins first assemble into metastable procapsid structures. The genome is subsequently packaged in an
ATP-dependent process through a unique vertex of the icosahedron at which the capsid proteins are replaced by a dodecamer of a specialized portal protein (Bazinet and King 1985; Casjens and Hendrix 1988; Homa and Brown 1997).

The assembly of well-dimensioned procapsids requires that the capsid protein copolymerize with a scaffolding protein. Based on a variety of biophysical and biochemical data, two functions for scaffolding proteins have been suggested. First, they lower the energy barrier for nucleation of polymerization, resulting in a decreased critical concentration. Second, they ensure proper form determination by positioning the capsid protein subunits relative to one another in the icosahedral shells (King et al. 1973; Prevelige et al. 1993). In the absence of scaffolding protein, aberrant spirals dominate the assembly reactions. These spirals presumably result from inappropriate relative positioning of the hexameric and pentameric capsomeres required to build a capsid with >60 subunits (Berger et al. 1994).

Most scaffolding proteins are elongated molecules with high $\alpha$-helical content (Dokland 1999). During assembly scaffolding proteins interact with capsid proteins and drive the protein polymerization in a defined pathway. During DNA packaging the interactions between scaffolding and capsid proteins need to be disrupted to allow the scaffolding proteins to be released, thereby leaving room for the viral genome (Earnshaw and Casjens 1980). One mechanism of release is proteolytic destruction of the binding site. For example, in Herpes Simplex Virus type 1, the C-terminal residues of scaffolding protein interact with capsid protein. The scaffolding protein itself contains a serine protease, which cleaves the C-terminal 25 amino acids of scaffolding protein, resulting in its release from the capsid (DiIanni et al. 1994; Homa and Brown 1997). However, in some phages, the scaffolding proteins are released intact during DNA packaging, suggesting destruction of the binding site arises through conformational changes. While DNA packaging is accompanied by changes in the coat protein lattice, which could account for release in some phage, this is apparently not universal. It is equally likely that the scaffolding protein itself can adopt different conformations to switch between bound and free forms.

Because of their extended and flexible helical character, scaffolding proteins have proven difficult to crystallize. The capsid protein binding domain of the scaffolding protein from the Salmonella typhimurium bacteriophage P22 is situated at the C terminus of the protein. The NMR structure of the binding site consists of a helix-loop-helix (H-L-H) motif (Parker et al. 1998; Sun et al. 2000). Recently, the crystal structure of the scaffolding protein from the Bacillus subtilis phage Ø29 was solved (Morais et al. 2003). The Ø29 scaffolding protein consists of three $\alpha$-helices and a disordered C terminus. As do many scaffolding proteins, the protein forms dimers in solution and the crystal structure reveals that dimerization is mediated by a leucine zipper motif at the C-terminal $\alpha$-helix 3. The N-terminal region adopts a helix-loop-helix structure that is homologous to the C-terminal capsid binding domain of P22 scaffolding protein.

One possible mechanism for Ø29 scaffolding protein function is that the unstructured C terminus becomes structured upon interacting with capsid proteins; the capsid binding domains are situated in the C-terminal region of the protein in many phage (Fane and Prevelige 2003). Alternatively, as proposed by Morais et al. (2003), it is possible that the N-terminal H-L-H represents the capsid binding site.

To identify conformational differences between free and procapsid-bound scaffolding protein, hydrogen deuterium exchange was employed. This technique monitors the exchange rate of amide protons with solvent. The amide proton exchange rate is dependent on both chemical and structural factors (Kaltashov and Eyles 2002; Hoofnagle et al. 2003).

At physiological pH an exposed amide proton can exchange with protons or deuterons from solvent through a base catalyzed reaction. The chemical exchange rate ($k_{ch}$) is determined by the concentration of hydroxyl groups and an intrinsic rate constant ($k_{int}$) that depends on both temperature and amino acid sequence (Molday et al. 1972):

$$k_{ch} = k_{int}[OH^-]$$

Because proton abstraction cannot occur if the proton is hydrogen bonded, the observed exchange rate ($k_{ex}$) in a structured protein also depends on the opening and closing rates of the H-bond ($k_{op}$, $k_{cl}$). These rates are affected by protein structure and stability, thus providing structural information.

$$k_{ex} = \frac{(k_{op} \times k_{ch})}{(k_{cl} + k_{ch})}$$

Exchange conditions where $k_{cl} << k_{ch}$ are known as the EX1 regime. Under these conditions, every opening event results in full exchange of the opened region and, therefore, the observed exchange rate represents the opening rate (Hilton and Woodward 1979; Ferraro et al. 2004):

$$k_{ex} = k_{op}$$

Conditions where $k_{cl} >> k_{ch}$ are known as the EX2 regime. Under these conditions repeated cycles of opening
and closing are required for full exchange and therefore:

\[
k_{\text{ex}} = \frac{k_{\text{op}}}{k_{\text{cl}}} = k_{\text{op}} \times k_{\text{ch}}
\]

\[
\Delta G_{\text{ex}} = -RT \ln K_{\text{op}}
\]

One advantage of employing mass spectrometry to monitor exchange experiments is its ability to discriminate between these two regimes (Ferraro et al. 2004). Regions undergoing EX1 exchange will show a bimodal distribution of mass in which the mass difference between the two peaks corresponds to the number of amide protons in the cooperative opening unit, and the time dependence of the shift to higher mass corresponds to the opening rate. In the case of the EX2 regime, a unimodal peak that continuously shifts from low mass to high mass over time will be observed. A second advantage of using mass spectrometry to detect H/D exchange measurements is its ability to follow exchange kinetics in large supramolecular structures (Hernandez and Robinson 2001; Lanman and Prevelige 2004). Here, we compare the H/D exchange kinetics of free and bound scaffolding protein to identify dynamic regions within the scaffolding protein and demonstrate that the dynamics of these regions change upon interaction with the capsid protein.

**Results**

**Scaffolding protein exchanges bimodally at room temperature**

In order to compare the H/D exchange profiles of free and procapsid-bound forms of scaffolding protein, the H/D exchange of free scaffolding was first examined using recombinant proteins purified from *Escherichia coli*. Exchange was carried out at room temperature and initiated by diluting recombinant scaffolding 10-fold into D$_2$O buffer to a final concentration of 20 μM. At this protein concentration the scaffolding protein is essentially completely dimeric as determined by sedimentation equilibrium analysis. The reaction was quenched at various time points by adding a fourfold volume of 2% formic acid to a final pH of 2.5. The samples were immediately flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The global deuterium uptake was subsequently analyzed by ESI-TOF mass spectrometry.

The mass spectrum of the 13+ charge state of scaffolding protein before exchange consists of a single peak centered at 857.58 m/z (Fig. 1, bottom panel). The 13+ charge state represents the dominant charge state in an envelope that spanned 10+ to 16+ charges. The average mass of 11,136 Da, derived by maximum entropy fitting of the multiple-charged species, agrees well with the average mass expected from the known amino acid composition of 11,135 Da. The resolving power of ESI-TOF mass spectrometry is insufficient to resolve the isotopic distribution within individual charge states (0.077 m/z spacing between isotopes in the 13+ charge state). The isotopic distribution follows a binomial distribution but can be well approximated by a Gaussian distribution (Chung et al. 1997). After 10 sec of exchange in D$_2$O buffer (Fig. 1), the 13+ charge peak shifts from 857.58 to 860.71 m/z, a shift corresponding to the uptake of 40 deuterons. The peak shape is still well described by a single Gaussian distribution but the peak width is broadened compared with the spectrum before exchange as a result of the binomially distributed incorporation of deuterium within the population of scaffolding molecules. The residues that exchange on this time scale are generally thought to correspond to rapidly exchanging surface residues (Mandell et al. 1998).

Exchange is essentially complete after 10 min as witnessed by the fact that there is no further exchange after
In both cases, the distribution consists of a single peak centered at 862.56 \( m/z \) (11,200 Da). The observed mass shift corresponds to the uptake of a total of 64 deuterons. Scaffolding protein has 94 exchangeable amide protons. In 90% D₂O the fully exchanged protein would be expected to have 85 deuterons. We therefore estimate that back exchange was ~25%. The fact that the protein was essentially completely exchanged after only 10 min is consistent with the fact that the crystallographically determined structure of scaffolding protein lacks a substantial well-folded core (Morais et al. 2003).

At intermediate exchange times (from 20 to 80 sec) (Fig. 1), the mass spectra display a clear shoulder. To semi-quantitatively analyze the data, the spectra were fit with Gaussian distributions. The unexchanged, fully exchanged, and 10-sec data points were well fit by a single Gaussian, while the spectra taken between 20 and 80 sec required two Gaussian distributions for a satisfactory fit (Fig. 1). Between 10 and 20 sec of exchange, the major peak shifts from 860.71 to 861.08 \( m/z \), corresponding to the incorporation of ~5 deuterons. After this initial shift, the center of the lower mass distribution showed a slight increase over time (861.08, 861.27, 861.52 \( m/z \) at 20, 40, and 80 sec, respectively). The center of the higher mass peak was relatively constant (862.44, 862.41, and 862.46 \( m/z \) at 20, 40, and 80 sec, respectively) and was close to the fully exchanged state value of 862.56. While the centers of the Gaussian peaks do not shift significantly over time, their relative areas do. From 20 to 80 sec, the area under the lower mass distribution decreases while the area under the higher mass species increases from 19% to 28% to 73%. The relative shift between two deuterated states without populating intermediates is classified as EX1 exchange. In this exchange regime, the closing rate of the structure is far smaller than the chemical exchange rate. Thus, the residues exchange cooperatively when the structural unit opens and becomes fully exchanged before closing again. In a pure EX1 exchange reaction, the positions of the peak centers are unchanged while the area underneath varies as the function of exchange time. The rate of change in the area under the higher mass peak represents the opening rate of the structural unit. To quantify the opening kinetics, the relative area under the higher mass peak was calculated and plotted versus the exchange time (see Fig. 3B, below). The slight shift observed in our data for the lower mass peak (3.3 Da between 20 and 40 sec; 4.3 Da from 40 sec to 1.2 min) may arise from small amounts of deuterium uptake in other regions of the protein. The mass differences between the lower and higher mass peaks range from 16 to 23 Da over time after correction for back exchange, suggesting that the size of the protected interface that exposes and exchanges in cooperative opening motions is ~16–23 Da.

The N-terminal helix-loop-helix motif exchanges as a structural unit

To get region specific exchange information and to identify the bimodal region, a pepsin digestion step was performed after the quench. Because exchange broadens the isotopic envelopes resulting in mass overlap, the resultant peptides were partially separated by reverse phase chromatography at 4°C using a rapid acetonitrile gradient in the presence of formic acid. Ninety-five percent peptide coverage was obtained. Three fragments corresponding to residues 1–19, 20–31, and 32–38 displayed bimodal exchange profiles. Figure 2A shows the exchange profile of a triply-charged peptide corresponding to residues 1–19. The bottom trace shows the peptide prior to exchange in which the 1-Da mass increment peaks arising from the natural isotope incorporation are resolved with a spacing of 0.33 Da. The top panel of Figure 2A shows the fully exchanged spectrum at 10 min. Between 20 sec and 1 min, the spectra show a broadening of the isotopic distribution compared with that of the 10-min time point. To semi-quantitatively analyze the data, the centroid of each isotopic peak was calculated and plotted (Fig. 2D), and the resultant distribution was fitted with either one or two Gaussian distributions as necessary. The lower mass Gaussian envelopes at the 20-sec, 40-sec, and 1-min time points are centered at 749.62, 749.96, and 750.18 \( m/z \), respectively, with shifts of 1.4 and 0.9 Da between the time points after correction for 27% back exchange. The higher mass envelopes at the 40-sec, 1-min, 3-min, and 10-min time points are centered at 751.42, 751.50, 751.62, and 751.68 \( m/z \), respectively, with shifts of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.2 Da. The data suggest that there is a rapid uptake of an average of 5 deuterons within 20 sec. This likely corresponds to surface residues. This is followed by the cooperative opening of a protected structural unit resulting in the observed bimodality. The size of the structural unit (5.4–6.0 amide protons) corresponds to 38% of total exchangeable amides in residues 1–19, or about one-third of the helix. A slight shift (0.2–1.4 Da) of both the lower and higher mass envelopes is seen over time, which likely represents uptake through additional local bond breaking in the structure (Canet et al. 2002).

Figure 2B shows the spectra of the doubly-charged peptide spanning residues 20–31 (1373.10 Da). The 20-sec, 40-sec, and 1-min time points also appear to have a broadened distribution compared with that of the 10-min time point. When fit with one or two Gaussian peaks as required (Fig. 2E), it shows a pattern of exchange similar to that of residues 1–19 in which two Gaussians are required to fit the distribution at intermediate times. The centers of those Gaussians also show slight shifts of 0.3–1.0 Da toward increased mass over time. There is a difference of ~4.2 deuterons between the two
states, which indicates that ~38% of the residues in this peptide are in the protected interface. A similar pattern is observed for the singly-charged peptide corresponding to residues 32–38 (841.45 Da) (Fig. 2C,F). On average, two out of six residues are in the protected interface as derived from mass differences between two Gaussian envelopes.
The relative fraction of area under the higher mass Gaussian peak for the whole protein and for each of the peptides contained within residues 1–38 was plotted versus exchange time (Fig. 3B). They all showed similar opening kinetics suggesting that the H-L-H motif is a dynamic cooperative structural unit. No other bimodally exchanging peptides were identified.

The opening motions can be frozen by lowering the temperature

If the observed bimodality originates from a high-energy cooperative opening motion of the H-L-H motif, lowering the temperature will preferentially slow that motion. In the limit, the cooperative opening will be completely frozen and exchange will occur through small, uncoupled low-energy local motions resulting in an EX2-type exchange pattern. Therefore, exchange was performed at lower temperatures.

Lowering the temperature also decreases the chemical exchange rate. Because observing EX1-type exchange requires that the chemical exchange rate be much faster than the closing rate, it is necessary to hold the chemical exchange rate constant as the temperature is decreased. This was accomplished by increasing the pH of the exchange reaction, which has the effect of increasing general base catalyzed exchange (Molday et al. 1972). Under these conditions, differences seen at different temperatures will only reflect the temperature effect on structural dynamics. pH adjusted exchange experiments were performed at 20°C, 10°C, and 4°C.

Figure 4A shows the centered spectra of residues 20–31 in the H-L-H region. At 20°C, scaffolding protein still exchanges bimodally but has a delayed bimodal window. Whereas at room temperature (~24°C) bimodality first becomes evident at 20 sec and is resolved after ~3 min, at 20°C the window spans 3–7 min. The fully exchanged envelope is centered at 690.46 m/z, which is somewhat lower than the value obtained in Figure 2D due to increased back exchange arising from sample handling differences that were necessitated by the analysis of pro-capsid-bound scaffolding (see below). The isotopic distribution at the 3- to 7-min exchange times were described by Gaussian fits (Fig. 4A). At 20°C, the H-L-H still exchanges cooperatively, indicating that the closing rate remains slow relative to the chemical exchange rate. The mass difference of an average 4.4 Da between lower and higher mass states (after correction for back exchange) is similar to that seen at room temperature, indicating that the size of the cooperative unit is unaffected by temperature, but the opening rate has been slowed, resulting in a decreased rate of deuterium incorporation.

At both 10°C and 4°C, the exchange envelopes were well described by a single Gaussian that migrates toward 690.38 m/z over time (Fig. 4B). About the same number of deuterons is taken up by surface residues at 20 sec for all three temperatures, and all three reactions reach the same end point after 30 h. EX2-like exchange occurs at 10°C and 4°C. Under these conditions, the opening rate for the cooperative motions has become so slow that exchange from the low energy local EX2-type motions dominates the exchange profile.

The dimer interface is more protected at 4°C

The regions outside the H-L-H motif all exchange unimodally at all three temperatures. For each peptide, the centroid of the isotopic distribution was calculated at

Figure 3. The opening kinetics of the N-terminal helix-loop-helix motif. (A) The peptides that displayed a bimodal exchange profile are color-coded onto the crystallographically determined structure (1NO4): (Red) Residues 1–19, (green) residues 20–31, (blue) residues 32–38. (B) To compare the opening kinetics of different regions, the fraction of total area represented by the higher mass peak in the whole protein and the individual peptides at each time point was calculated and plotted as the function of exchange time.
each time point and the progress curve fit as a sum of three exponentials. Figure 5A shows the deuterium uptake over time for residues 39–59, which is part of helix 3 and forms a dimeric contact in the crystal structure. At 20°C, 13.6 and 6.4 residues are classified in the fast ($k > 1 \text{ min}^{-1}$) and medium ($1 \text{ min}^{-1} > k > 0.01 \text{ min}^{-1}$) exchanging categories, respectively. At 10°C, 12.4 and 7.6 are in the fast and medium exchanging categories. However, at 4°C, while 7.1 residues are still in the fast exchanging category, 12.9 residues enter the slowly exchanging category ($k < 0.01 \text{ min}^{-1}$). At 20°C, it is likely that two-thirds of the residues pointing outward constitute the fast exchanging class while the one-third pointing toward the dimer interface constitute the medium exchange class. At 10°C, a few additional residues enter the medium exchanging class, perhaps corresponding to

![Figure 4](https://www.proteinscience.org/figure4.png)

**Figure 4.** The effect of temperature on H-L-H motions. (A) The isotopic peaks of residues 20–31 exchanging at 20°C are represented by black bars. Two Gaussian distributions (red line) were required to approximate the envelopes of the 3- to 7-min exchange times at 20°C with the sum of the two envelopes as shown in blue. (B) The isotopic peaks of residues 20–31 exchanging at 10°C. One Gaussian distribution (red line) was sufficient to describe the isotopic envelope for all exchange time points.

![Figure 5](https://www.proteinscience.org/figure5.png)

**Figure 5.** The effect of temperature on the exchange of helix 3. Exchanges on scaffolding proteins were carried out at 4°C, 10°C, and 20°C. The centroid of isotopic distributions of residues 39–59 (A) and residues 62–66 (B) was calculated and the number of deuterium uptake after correcting for back exchange was plotted vs. exchange time in log scale. The data of 4°C, 10°C, and 20°C exchange are shown by circles, squares, and triangles, respectively. Exponentials with three components were used to classify the residues in fragment 39–59 to fast, medium, and slow exchanging categories at 10°C and 20°C exchange (line).
those residues adjacent to the interface. At 4°C, approximately two-thirds of the residues have entered the slowly exchanging class. There are two limiting explanations for this phenomenon. One possibility is that the interactions between the subunits of the dimer are strengthened by low temperature leading to increased protection of residues situated at or close to the interface. The other possibility is that the low temperature results in a generalized decrease in the uncorrelated breathing motions within the helical regions and, thereby, the overall exchange rate. While we cannot discriminate between these possibilities without residue specific exchange information, we favor the latter because the scaffolding protein dimers have nanomolar affinity. Therefore, it seems less likely that the interfacial contacts will be substantially strengthened at low temperature and more likely that strengthening of hydrogen bonds within the helix at 4°C causes the increased protection (Cordier and Grzesiek 2002).

In contrast to the N-terminal two-thirds of helix 3, which show protection, none of a series of peptides that span the last three helical turns and the C-terminal 15 residues displayed protection (see, for example, Fig. 5B). While the C-terminal 15 residues are disordered in the crystal structure and might not be expected to show protection, the last three turns of helix 3 appear to contribute to the dimer interface. The rapid exchange of these residues suggests that they might not contribute significantly to dimer stability. The effect of these residues on dimer formation was determined by sedimentation equilibrium analysis. A mutant truncated after residue 61 was constructed, expressed, purified, and analyzed by global fitting of sedimentation equilibrium data from three concentrations and three rotor speeds (Supplemental Fig. 2). Because the intact protein forms a tight dimer, in an effort to populate the monomeric form these experiments were done at the lower limit of protein concentration detectable by absorbance optics at 230 nm. The equilibrium data was well fit by a single Gaussian distribution after 10 sec of exchange, whereas no fully deuterated species is populated after 10 sec of exchange, whereas no fully exchanged species is evident in the oxidized form. This peptide disappeared upon DTT treatment indicating reduction had occurred.

The double cysteine mutant protein was expressed and purified. As determined by reactivity toward Ellman’s reagent, 95% of the mutant scaffolding protein was in the oxidized state after purification. The reduced form was obtained by adding 5 mM DTT. In the absence of DTT a disulfide linked fragment composed of residues 2–10 cross-linked to 31–37 was observed in a tryptic digest. This peptide disappeared upon DTT treatment indicating reduction had occurred.

The reduced form was exchanged in D_2O buffer plus 5 mM DTT. It was completely exchanged within 10 sec at 20°C (data not shown) and therefore shows less protection than the wild-type protein, perhaps due to a slight structural perturbation. To slow the thermal motions, the exchange temperature was lowered to 10°C. Figure 6A shows the spectra of residues 20–31. At 10°C the reduced form exchanges bimodally with Gaussian approximated lower and higher mass peaks at 688.32 and 690.52 m/z, indicating cooperative opening motions.

In contrast, when the oxidized form was exchanged under identical conditions, the exchange profile of residues 20–31 was well described by a single Gaussian peak that migrates through intermediate states and completes exchange within 10 min (Fig. 6B). Thus, when the H-L-H motif is tethered together, the deuterium uptake is through the local breaking of individual hydrogen bonds instead of the coordinated opening of the motif. In the reduced form in which the motif can still open freely, the fully deuterated species is populated after 10 sec of exchange, whereas no fully exchanged species is evident in the oxidized form. This suggests the interface that is protected from exchange in the oxidized form is open and accessible in the reduced structure and that the origin of bimodality is from cooperative opening and exchange within the H-L-H motif.

The intramolecular H-L-H interface opens and exchanges cooperatively

The cooperative opening motion detected in the H-L-H region could arise from either opening the H-L-H itself or breaking the intermolecular contacts between H-L-H motifs seen in the dimer structure (Morais et al. 2003). To distinguish the origin of the bimodality, cysteine substitutions were engineered into residues 3 and 35, which were predicted by computer modeling to form a disulfide bond and tether the H-L-H motif. If the bimodality arises from opening of the H-L-H motif, the bimodality will be abolished when the cooperative opening motion in the oxidized form of the double cysteine mutant is restricted, and exchange will then follow EX2 regime.

Reducing the hydrophobic contact in the H-L-H motif increases the opening kinetics

To alter the opening kinetics, mutations were introduced to destabilize the closed state of H-L-H by reducing the hydrophobic interactions between helix 1 and helix 3. Proline 2 was mutated to glycine, which was expected to weaken the interaction with phenylalanine 39. The mutant
scaffolding in free form was purified and exchanged in D₂O buffer at 10°C. Figure 7 shows the exchange profiles of residues 20–31 of P2G scaffolding from 20 sec to 10 min. In this construct, the bimodal window occurs from 20 sec to 5 min with the lower and higher mass envelopes centered at 688.57 and 690.61 m/z, respectively. The exchange profile of wild-type protein at 20 sec (Fig. 7, bottom trace) has the same distribution as the low mass species of the P2G mutant, suggesting that the surface residues in both P2G mutant and wild type exchange similarly and give rise to the lower mass deuterated species. However, at 20 sec the P2G mutant displays a rapidly exchanging component not seen in the wild type even after 10 min. In P2G, the fast exchanging species becomes more populated through 5 min and all converge at 690.54 m/z at 10 min. Based on the exchange kinetics, the H-L-H region in the P2G mutant has a stability that is intermediate between that of the wild-type protein and the reduced form of disulfide tethered variant (L3C/N35C). Other two hydrophobic pairs between helix 1 and helix 3 were mutated to reduce the hydrophobic interaction (Ile11/Leu32 to Ala11/Ala32 and Leu15/Ala28 to Ala15/Gly28). These mutant proteins also show faster exchange kinetics than wild-type protein (data not shown). The data indicate that hydrophobic interactions stabilize the H-L-H contact and the reduced hydrophobic interactions between helix 1 and helix 3 result in faster opening kinetics of the motif.

Procapsid-bound scaffolding protein displays faster opening kinetics

To identify the conformational changes of scaffolding protein upon binding to the capsid, hydrogen deuterium exchange of free scaffolding proteins and scaffolding protein within procapsid particles were compared. Procapsid particles at 1 μM were diluted 10-fold into D₂O buffer and quenched at various time points. Under quench conditions, no scaffolding protein was detected in the pellet after high-speed centrifugation, indicating that the quench conditions release all the scaffolding protein from the capsids. Therefore, the signal seen in the mass spectrometry represents the entire scaffolding protein population. Exchange was carried out at room temperature. Both free and procapsid-bound scaffolding proteins have similar exchange patterns, with 16.3–23.6 Da differences between bimodal peaks through 20–80 sec. To detect changes in a region specific manner, pepsin digestion was performed after the quench. Ninety-five percent coverage was obtained for both samples.

In most regions, both free and bound scaffolding proteins have similar exchange kinetics. The only
difference seen is in residues 20–31 and the difference depends on the scaffolding content of the procapsid particles. Figure 8, A and B, shows the centered spectra of residues 20–31 of the free and procapsid-bound scaffolding protein (with a 3:100 scaffolding protein:capsid protein ratio). A Gaussian approximation was used to describe the lower and higher mass envelopes in the bimodal peak. The fraction of the total area underneath the higher mass envelope was plotted as a function of exchange time (Fig. 8C). The rate of the shift of area, from the lower to higher mass peak, reflects the rate of opening of the structural unit. The procapsid-bound scaffolding shows faster opening kinetics relative to the free form. No differences were seen in other H-L-H-derived peptides. Scaffolding protein in procapsids with higher scaffolding content (11 scaffolding to 100 capsid protein) has similar observed kinetics in residue 20–31 as free forms (Fig. 8C). Five different procapsid preparations with different scaffolding content ranging from 3–11 scaffolding to 100 capsid protein follow the same trend. The data suggest there are two populations of scaffolding in procapsids: one population that displays increased cooperative exchange and one population that does not. At low scaffolding-to-coat ratios the scaffolding binding results in enhanced exchange, but once this population is saturated with additional molecules, it does not show enhanced exchange.

Discussion

The interaction of scaffolding proteins with coat protein subunits is required for proper form determination during viral capsid assembly and yet these interactions need to be broken to enable scaffolding removal during DNA packaging. To understand the switch at the molecular level, it is necessary to identify the region of the scaffolding protein that interacts with the coat protein subunits and the conformational changes in both of these sites during assembly and exit. In the case of bacteriophage P22, molecular dissection revealed that the recognition domain was located at the C terminus of the scaffolding protein and the NMR structure of this region revealed that it adopted an H-L-H structure in solution (Parker et al. 1998; Sun et al. 2000). The crystal structure of the N-terminal 33 residues of Ø29 scaffolding protein revealed a similar structure, leading to the suggestion that this was the coat protein binding site (Morais et al. 2003).

To identify the region of the Ø29 scaffolding that interacts with the capsid protein, we performed comparative hydrogen/deuterium exchange experiments on free and procapsid-bound scaffolding protein. The observed differences in exchange behavior were localized to the N-terminal H-L-H region, supporting the suggestion of Morais and colleagues that this region is involved in capsid binding. The structural homology between this H-L-H motif and that found in the C-terminal capsid binding domain of the bacteriophage P22 scaffolding protein suggests that they may represent conserved binding motifs as recent studies suggest a common origin of viruses across a striking evolutionary distance (Bazinet and King 1985).

In an effort to identify the residues involved in scaffolding/capsid protein interactions, Lee and Guo (1995) constructed E92Q, D93N, and E95Q mutations in scaffolding protein in an E. coli system expressing the scaffolding, capsid, head fiber, and connector genes. With wild-type scaffolding protein, this system results in the formation of procapsid-like particles. However, scaffolding protein carrying mutations in residues 92, 93, and 95 had a deleterious effect on procapsid assembly. While the investigators interpreted these results as implying that residues 92, 93, and 95 interact directly with the capsid protein, the exchange profile of residue 89–94 had no detectable differences in free and procapsid-bound form. Thus it is possible that these mutations

Figure 7. The effect of hydrophobic interactions between helix 1 and helix 3 on opening kinetics. Exchanges on wild type and P2G mutant were done at 10°C. The isotopic distributions of residues 20–31 were plotted in black for P2G mutant exchanging from 20 sec to 10 min. Two deuterated states were approximated by Gaussian, as shown by red lines. The bottom and top panels show in blue the 20-sec and 10-min exchange spectra of the same peptide from wild type.
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Figure 8. The opening kinetics of free and procapsid-bound scaffolding protein. The isotopic distributions of residues 20–31 in recombinant scaffolding proteins (A) and procapsid particles with a 3:100 scaffolding:capsid protein ratio (B). The Gaussian approximations are shown in red and blue for individual and the sum of two envelopes. (C) The percentage of area under higher mass envelope vs. exchange time for free recombinant scaffolding (blue) and scaffoldings inside procapsids with either a 3:100 (closed red) or 11:100 (open red) scaffolding:capsid ratio.

act indirectly, perhaps by influencing protein folding or self-association. A surprising finding was that the N-terminal H-L-H region displayed a cooperative opening motion. The correlated motions were clearly revealed in the exchange mass spectra of the whole protein as bimodal exchange patterns, and the regions involved in the cooperative motions were subsequently localized by observing bimodal exchange in the peptic fragments. For correlated, or EX1-type exchange, the rate of exchange corresponds to the opening rate of the cooperative unit. The agreement between the opening rates of the individual peptides within the H-L-H motif suggests that the entire H-L-H motif opens in a cooperative movement. Consistent with this suggestion is the fact that approximately one-third of the amide proteins in each of the helical segments exchange in the bimodal component. Presumably, this subset represents the amide protons on the face of the helix that points toward the inside of the H-L-H motif where the local motions are damped by interface packing in the closed state. Under these conditions, exchange via cooperative opening dominates. However, at lower temperature or when H-L-H is tethered, the cooperative exchange is blocked and the exchange through low energy fluctuations (EX2) once again becomes apparent. The introduction of point mutations designed to destabilize hydrophobic interactions into the residues pointing toward the inside of the H-L-H was sufficient to alter the kinetics of the cooperative opening motion, suggesting that it is the hydrophobic packing of these side chains that stabilizes the H-L-H in the closed position.

The structural information of the scaffolding protein inside the procapsid at high resolution is limited to cryo-electron microscopy-based reconstructions (Fane and Prevelige 2003). For Ø29 these reconstructions lack sufficient resolution to show the structure of the H-L-H domain but do indicate multi-concentric layers of scaffolding density with only the outermost layer in contact with the procapsid lattice (Tao et al. 1998; Morais et al. 2005). At low scaffolding occupancy, the cooperative exchange of residue 20–31 in the H-L-H was enhanced in the procapsid-bound form, suggesting a capsid lattice induced destabilization of this domain. At higher scaffolding occupancy the bimodal exchange became undetectable. This suggests that within procapsid there are procapsid-bound and unbound populations of scaffolding with only the bound fraction undergoing destabilization. Studies done in phage P22 demonstrated the presence of tightly and weakly bound classes of scaffolding in procapsids with only the tightly bound subunits being required for proper assembly in vitro (Prevelige et al. 1993; Parker et al. 2001). One function proposed for scaffolding protein is to displace cellular components from inclusion when building procapsids, thereby reserving the entire procapsid volume for packaged DNA. Data with truncated scaffolding protein suggest that it is also incorporated in a “headful” manner (Earnshaw and Casjens 1980; Parker et al. 1998). Thus, the tightly bound subunits may be required for form determination while the less tightly bound molecules serve to exclude cellular components.
The mechanism of the switch controlling scaffolding protein binding and release has been difficult to resolve because of the challenges associated with determining the structure of both the free and bound form of the scaffolding protein. In many of the dsDNA phage, (e.g., HK97, T4, and P22) there is a pronounced change in the structure of the capsid upon DNA packaging (Prasad et al. 1993; Conway et al. 1995, 2001; Jardine and Coombs 1998; Jardine et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 2000; Jiang et al. 2003). This morphological change arises from conformational changes within the coat protein. In the case of P22, it has been proposed that DNA entry electrostatically drives a domain rearrangement within the coat protein subunit, leading to expansion and loss of the scaffolding binding site (Parker and Prevelige 1998). In Ø29 however, no such conformational change accompanying DNA packaging is evident, leaving the mechanism of scaffolding release obscure (Tao et al. 1998; Wikoff and Johnson 1999). However, Morais et al. (2003) postulated that the interaction of scaffolding protein with DNA during packaging would result in an opening of H-L-H motif. The results in this article demonstrate that this opening motion indeed occurs in both free and bound forms. An alteration in the dynamics of the H-L-H region of Ø29 scaffolding protein upon capsid protein binding suggests this is a site of interaction. The dynamic nature of the H-L-H and its change upon binding suggest that the highly flexible and dynamic properties of this motif might account for the conformational switch and transient interactions, which allows the scaffolding protein to release and recycle as intact molecules.

Materials and methods

Protein preparation

Recombinant scaffolding proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) pLysS cells harboring plasmid pARG7 (Lee and Guo 1995). The proteins were purified with HiTrap Q HP column using a NaCl gradient in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA. The scaffolding proteins eluted at 210 mM NaCl and were subsequently dialyzed against TMS buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.8, 10 mM MgCl2, and 100 mM NaCl). Recombinant scaffolding proteins with the single P2G mutation and the double L3C/N35C mutations were constructed by introducing a stop codon to replace residues 62 and 48, respectively, by QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit using primers P2G (5'-GATCGTGAAAAATGATGATCT AGAGATGATGATCTAACTGTAAGC-3') and P2G (5'-CGT TAAAATAGTAAGC-3'). The proteins were expressed and purified as described. The mass of all purified proteins was within 2 Da of the expected value as determined by TOF mass spectrometry.

Procapsid particles were produced from infecting nonsuppressor Bacillus subtilis strain RD2 with the Ø29 mutant phage sus 8.5(900), sus 16(300), sus 14(1241), and purified on a 10%–40% (w/v) sucrose gradient in TMS buffer at 4°C using a Beckman SW55 at the rotor speed of 45,000 rpm for 55 min. The fractions containing procapsids were pelleted and resuspended in TMS buffer as described (Tao et al. 1998).

H/D exchange mass spectrometry

Recombinant scaffolding protein and procapsid particles were exchanged by 10-fold dilution into TMS buffer in D2O at final concentrations of 20 μM and 0.1 μM, respectively. The exchange reaction was quenched at various points in time by adding a fourfold volume of 2% formic acid to a final pH of 2.5, and samples were immediately flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at –80°C until analysis using ESI-TOF mass spectrometry (Micromass LCT). The global exchange data were collected from protein eluted from a C4 trap (Michrom BioResources, Inc.) immersed in an ice bath using an acetonitrile gradient containing 0.1% formic acid. The region specific exchange profiles were obtained by digesting quenched samples with 100 μL of pepstatin beads (Pierce) on ice and separated with Spin-X centrifuge filter unit (Costar) before analysis. Peptides were assigned by MS/MS sequencing with Micromass Q-TOF II mass spectrometry.

The protein spectra were approximated with Gaussian distributions using the Origin 6.0 program. The isotopic distributions of peptides were smoothed and centered using MassLynx program and subsequently fitted with Gaussian distribution.

To derive the exchange kinetics under EX2 regime, the centroid of the isotopic distribution was calculated at each time point and the progress curve was fitted as a sum of exponentials using up to three terms to classify residues to fast (k>1 min⁻¹), medium (1 min⁻¹ > k > 0.01 min⁻¹), and slow (k<0.01 min⁻¹) exchanging categories.

\[
D = N - a \exp(-k_1 t) + b \exp(-k_2 t) + c \exp(-k_3 t)
\]

N is the number of exchangeable protons. The values of a, b, and c represent the number of proton that is classified to the category with exchange rate k1, k2, and k3, respectively. The value of D is the total deuteron uptake in the exchange time t.

Analytical ultracentrifugation

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments on wild type, Δ 62–97, and Δ 48–97 scaffolding were done at 25 μM, 10 μM, and 5 μM in TMS buffer at 20°C. The data were collected with Beckman Optima XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge at OD 230 nm at rotor speeds of 28,000 rpm, 33,000 rpm, 37,000 rpm, 46,000 rpm, and 50,000 rpm, respectively. The partial specific volume was calculated by amino acid sequence and the solvent density was calculated by solvent composition using the Sednterp program. The Sedanal 4.02 program (Stafford and...
Shewer 2004) was used to fit the data globally to obtain the molecular weight and dissociation constant.

Electronic supplemental material

Sedimentation equilibrium data of wild type, Δ 62-97 and Δ 48-97 scaffolding proteins.
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